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Proposal
would
provide
100 free
STD tests
By Corinn Perry

cperry@ups.edu
News Writer
Two weeks ago, ASUPS
President Hart Edmonson
sent out an all campus email
to all of the students at UPS
regarding the Sexual Health
ProposaL
The survey asked whether
or not students would support a $1.61 increase in their
student fees in order to fund a
pilot program that would provide 100 free STD checks (for
Chlamydia and HIV) to UPS
students on a first come first
serve basis next schoolyear.
Eight-hundred and forty
two students responded to the
survey, 86.3% responding that
yes, they would support a small
raise in fees in order for there
to be free STD checks, while
13.7% responded no, saying
that they wouldn't support a
raise in fees.
"The idea wasn't originally
mine," Edmonson said. Three
different students on three
separate occasions asked me
why we don't offer free STD
checks on campus."
Edmonson spent the summer meeting with CHWS as
well as researching different
SEE PROPOSAL PAGE 2
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Though CHWS provides free
condoms to students, it does
not provide free STD tests.
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Professor Tim "Wizard" Hoyt interests the imagination of a young boy during University of Puget Sound's annual Chemistry
Magic Show. Between the two performances last Thursday, approximately 800 people were in attendance.

Magic show brings chemistry joy
to campus for eighteenth year
"We invite students through
the Chemistry classes as well as
any returning students," Hoyt
Assistant News Editor
said. "Our goal is to have experienced students from previous
In conjunction with the hard years to pass on the processes
work of- faculty, staff, and stu- of each separate 'trick' to the
dents along with community newer students so the cycle
support, the Chemistry Magic of students showing students
Show opened to rave reviews continues from year to year."
at Schneebeck Concert Hall
According to Hoyt, the
on Thursday, Oct. 25 for two weekend of fall break is when
shows at 4:00 p.m. and 7:30 the General Chemistry Labop.m.
ratory becomes the Wizard's
Though the magic show Laboratory and members of
originally began in the former SAACS begin preparation of
Thompson lecture hall with the reagents and- solutions.
a seating capacity of about
On 1/Vednesday, the day
200, the
before the
Chemistry
"With some theatrical flair and magic show
depart- scaling
up for larger audiences, they and then on
ment was can become quite entertaining; add Thursday,
forced to the Wizard and they are magical." the day of
add a secthe show, the
ond show
-Tim "Wizard" Hoyt activity in
along with
Chemistry Department Instructor the General
a change
Chemistry
in venue to
Laboratory
accommoincreases wi th
date the crowds of people, both all materials moved down the
students as well as members of elevator and down the walkthe Tacoma community.
ways to Schneebeck Concert
"This year we had more than Hall.
800 people in the audience for
"The first show began on
the two performances," Chem- Thursday at 4. Preparations
istry Department Instructor are redone for the second_perTim "Wizard" Hoyt said.
formance at 7:30 p.m.," Hoyt
The student chemistry club, said.
SAACS, begins planning for
"Most of the demonstrations
the production of. the Chem- are classic chemistry demonistry Magic Show early in the
SEE CHEMISTRY PAGE 2
semester.

By Kapiolani Street
kstreet@ups.edu

ALWAYS FRESH. ALWAYS AVAILABLE. A
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Johanna Crane, chair of the Chemistry department, performed
a magic chemistry experiment along with the Wizard.

ASUPS PHOTO SERVICES/MATT LOEWEN

To the amazement of the crowd, the Wizard produced this.
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First of two prospective
tech officers visits campus
By Jessica Bruce

jbruce@ups.edu
News Editor
In the final stages of the
search for a new Chief Technology Officer, two candidates
will be brought to campus and
will engage in open forums
with the campus community.
The first finalist fielded questions from faculty, staff and
students at a session Monday
afternoon in Schneebeck Concert Hall. The second finalist
will visit campus on Thursday,
Nov. 8. and an open session will
be held at 3:30 in Schneebeck.
Due to the sensitive nature
of the ongoing search, The
Trail will not print the finalists' names. Campus members
received an e-mail message on
Oct. 24 directing them to a secure Web site with the name
and background of each finalist.
During the presentation on
Monday, the first finalist spoke
of the necessity of being able to
adapt to technological change.
We live in a world where the
rate of technological change is
unprecedented," the candidate
said, citing the advent of calculators, word processors, email and Google as events that
have been witnessed in modern
times.
The candidate spoke to the
need to invest in technolo
thoughtfully and to use tec
nologically strategically to
increase the value of a P uget
Sound degree.
Referencing the university's
Tapestry of
master
plan, the candidate said, "Technology is the loom upon which
you weave that tapestry"
The candidate said she
"

thought the university was
becoming more competitive
in a time of increasing competitiveness among universities and highlighted the role
of information technologies in
institutional competitiveness.
To further this, she suggested
that technology could facilitate
more student research and allow the university to collect
and analyze data about itself.
Additionally, she suggested
that the university had an obligation to teach students to use
Microsoft products and other
tools that are used commonly
by businesses.
Addressing how faculty
would be trained to use information technology tools, the
candidate said that this was
largely a matter of being opportunistic and knowing what
technology is available so that
it can be applied when a specific need arises.
Questions from those attending the forum ranged from
how staffing resources would be
deployed under the candidate's
leadership to the candidate's
views on web-based e-mail,
reflecting the broad nature of
the Chief Technology Officer's
duties.
The candidate exuded a familiarity with technology and
the university's strategic concerns as well as a sense of approachability.
"I think she is a very cometent candidate," said junior
eff Ammons, an Office of Information Services employee.
"She seemed to have a good
grasp of technological issues as
well as the technologies themselves. Her ideas for how OIS
should work are in conflict
with some of the current management, but I believe that her

J
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The second Chief Technology Officer candidate
will speak in`an open forum
on Thursday, Nov. 8 from
3:30 to 4:30 p.m. in Schneebeck Concert Hall.
approach would be much more
effective and better serve the
campus community"
When asked if the candidate
could share her views on the
role of open-source software
on a college campus, the candidate joked, "No, they're proprietary."
The two finalists were selected from a pool of candidates
recommended by consultants
Gary Kaplan and Associates.
The finalists were recommended by a Search Advisory
Group, including two professors, two staff members and
one student.
"I think the next candidate
will be hard pressed to make
a better impression," Ammons
said.
Information about the finalists is available on Cascade to
campus members. After attending the open forums, members of campus community
are asked to submit feedback
about the finalists online.
"My vision isn't the right vision for Puget Sound," the first
candidate said. "The right vision is what happens when
we discuss, debate and share
goals."
Vice President for Finance
and Administration Sherry
Mondou will appoint and announce the new Chief Technology Officer after considering feedback based on the
meetings.
Jessica Bruce is tired of waiting
for the McIntyre computers to log on.

•
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The Chemistry Magic Show has a Halloween theme. Spooky!
strations used in the labs and
classrooms to illustrate chemical concepts," Hoyt said.
"With some theatrical flair
and scaling up for larger audiences, they can become quite
entertaining; add the Wizard
and they are magical."
Along with student aid and
the help of Dr. Johanna Crane,
chair of the Chemistry department, Hoyt performed experiments to the amazement of the
crowds of students and residents of Tacoma in the audience.
"I thought the magic show
was really cool. It really showcased all of the different things
that we learn in class through
some awesome demonstrations
by the Wizard and Dr. Crane,"
freshman Kelcy Higa said.
Though the origins of the
Chemistry Magic Show at
UPS are unknown, Hoyt has
been doing demonstration
shows for 35 to 40 years.

PROPOSAL
programs offered at different
schools.
"Acute care is CHWS's main
priority; STD's aren't. Because
they're so limited, that acute
care takes up most of their
time," Edmonson said.
The possibility of free STD
checks raises three main questions: 1) How many can be
done for free, 2) How many
can CHWS handle, since no
campus can do a check for
every single student, and 3)
What's pragmatic, and what's
affordable?
Chlamydia and HIV are the
most prevalent STDs on collee campuses.
Testing for Chlamydia and
HIV would have the most potent effect as far as assisting
students," Edmonson said.
Testing for STDs is a costly
process. It costs $17 for an
HIV test and $25 for a chlamydia test. Last year, 63 students got tested at CHWS,

"I came to UPS in 1988-89
and began doing shows with
Chemistry professor Keith
Berry," Hoyt said.
Falowing Dr. Berry's passing,
Hoyt continued the tradition
with the Halloween-themed
show through the help of the
entire Chemistry department,
which led the show to become
an annual event at UPS.
Kapiolani Street wishes she could
be a chemistry magician.
Check out the Chemistry
Department website http://
vvww.ups.edu/chemistry.xml
for more information about
the Chemistry Department's
upcoming activities.

•

•
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For more information
about the Chemistry Magic
Show and photos from this
year's shows go to http://
www.ups.edu/x19353.xml.

CONT. FROM PAGE I

and the average cost for each of
their visits was $110. Also, due
to state budget cuts, Planned
Parenthood will no longer offer free STD checks to people
under 18.
Another reason some see free
STD checks as beneficial to
students is that most students
are under parental insurance.
Parental insurance dissuades
students from getting the costly STD checks because the test
will show up on the record that
is sent home.
Statistics also show that
free STD checks would be
beneficial to students. A survey done by the University of
North Carolina in 2004, 1 in 2
sexually active college students
graduate having transmitted
an STD and up to 40% are asymptomatic meaning that they
dont show symptoms and dont
know that they have an STD.
"We've managed to take all
of that information and come

up with a plan that works for
us right now," Edmonson said.
The plan consists of raising
student funds in order to pay
for 100 free STD checks for
students at CHWS next year
as apilot program. If it is successful, it will become one of
CHWS's priorities.
"I think that this kind of care
will be a benefit for students
who would not seek it if they
had to pay for it," said Linda
Everson, Director of CHWS.
"On a trial basis, we're going
to see if we can accommodate
the proposal in the way that
[ASUPS] is presenting it. We
already offer HIV and STI
testing in physicals."
Edmonsons next step will be
to go before the Budget Task
Force topropose an increase in
student fees.
The survey that was sent out
to all students will assist Edmonson in his case to the Task
Force. "I'm hoping that this
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kind of survey will help them
realize that that's what students
want," Edmonson said.
But this proposal is not without its opponents.
"A lot of people have come up
to me asking why they should
pay for someone else's STD
check. But I think that STD
checks need to be thought of
differently. You don't begrudge
a student who calls security,
even though you are paying
for the salaries of the security
guards, and may have never
called security yourself," Edmonson said.
"Sex is an act that requires
more than one person: therefore it affects the entire community, and it must be dealt
with by the entire community.
My sexual health is your sexual
health. That's a fundamental
shift in how people think about
sex. If we ingrain that idea in
our minds, it will make a difference."

1095 ANI-1E LOC
g,8-10
ITU2IT%NTE
CENTER
TACOMA,
(253) 879.3197 I FAX (253) 879.3661

Another question that many
raise is why ASUPS is getting
involved in health care.
"It's because others aren't
and they're's agap there that
I think ASUPS-- can fill." Edmonson said.
"Since this is an ASUPSproposal, we're supportive of - the
idea," Dean of-Students Mike
Seg_awa said.
``Our major concern was
whether or not we could logistically do what Hart had in
mind," Segawa said.
On a list of the priorities of
student affairs that funding has
been asked for next year, the
Sexual Health Proposal is a top
five priority.
"Its cool that we caught onto
something that some people in
the administration didn't realize was so prevalent in student's
minds," Edmonson said. "I
wanted to do whatever I could
to make this possible."
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Corinn Perry likes colorful condoms.
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ASUPS election confusion leaves UPS plans
one elected Senator without place $150 mil
• Armocido elected to Senate seat that didn't exist campaign
By Chelsea Taylor

ctaylor2@ups.edu

•

Editor in Chief
On Sunday evening, senior
Sam Armocido received confirmation of his election to the
half-term Senator position.
Unfortunately, his position
was already filled.
Beginning Thursday, Oct. 25,
ARTS elections were held for
two full-term (one year) Senator positions and one half-term
position.
Last fall, junior Sam KussinShoptaw was elected for the
Fall 2006 to Fall 2007 Senator
position.
At the beginning of the
Fall 2007 semester, KussinShoptaw resigned from his
Senator position due to his
commitment to the ASUPS
programming position, giving
the impression that there was
an empty half-term (ending in
the Spring 2008 semester) that
needed to be filled during the
Fall 2007 elections.
"From the beginning of the
election process, the [ASUPS]
administration and the Election Committee assumed there
was a seat that needed to be
filled, and this was held up consistently in the course of several
meetings," Armocido said.
"So I ran for the position, and
I went through all the loops to
be eligible to run and get my
name on the ballot," Armocido
said.
The oversight from ASUPS
occurred due to the fact that
Kussin-Shoptaw's term ended
in November 2007. Instead,
the ASUPS administration,
the President's Council and
the Election Committee mistakenly believed that KussinShoptaw's position ended in
Spring 2008. Thus, the current
election allowed students to
vote for one full-term and one
half-term senator, both to fill
Kussin-Shoptaw's former seat.
Armocido received confirmation of his election to the
false seat vacated by KussinShoptaw on Monday evening.

Armocido was the only candidate running for that position.
He has served four previous
terms as an ASUPS Senator
previously.
During the election process,
it was assumed by ASUPS
and Armocido that there was
a half-term position available, though Armocido's position would have brought the
number of Senators to thirteen. The ASUPS constitution
clearly states that there are only
12 Senate positions.
"How could you miss that?"
Armocido said. "There are only
12 spots; it should be pretty
easy to account for all 12. It'd
be one thing if it was caught
before the elections."
Armocido's position does not
exist as there was no need for a
special election for a half-term.
"It's a tough situation because I was elected and I went
through the process like everybody else, so I feel like there
was no wrongdoing on my part
and that I should be a Senator," Armocido said. "However,
I also recognize that there was
no seat, so the options we have
are very few in terms of righting it.'
Armocido received a call
from ASUPS President Hart
Edmonson on Monday, Oct.
29, a day after confirmations
were sent out. Edmonson
apologized and explained that
Armocido had been elected to
a position that did not exist.
Unfortunately, the only option for Armocido is to take
this situation to the Honor
Court. Senate membership is
defined through the ASUPS
constitution, which can only
be amended by the Board of
Trustees, and the Trustees
will not meet again until the
spring.
An additional problem that
arose concerns the voters. By
canceling Armocido's position
for Spring 2008, it is also invalidating the votes placed by
UPS students for Armocido.
"It is our responsibility to
make these votes count. The
Executives and the senate

By Darin Leedy

dleedy@ups.edu
News "Writer
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Posters from the ASUPS Senate campaign promoted candidates. Elections took place last Thursday through Sunday.

made an honest mistake that
had large consequences. We
take responsibility and will act
to correct it," Edmonson said.
"Our response will be twofold-first, there will be a formal
apology to Sam Armocido by

the ASUPS senate. Second, we
will form a continuity document to ensure that this mistake is never made again."
Chelsea Taylor thinks 13 is a
very lucky number.

A $150 million UPS fundraiser is now in the planning
period before its public launch,
according to \rice President
for University Relations Dave
Beers.
The money raised will go toward the endowment, facilities
and general operating support
for the university. It will also
pay for the construction of several new buildings, a significant
piece of the campus Master
Plan, the university's twentyyear growth plan. Which projects are undertaken will depend, in part, on what donors
are interested in funding.
The public kickoff for the
fundraiser will not be until October 2009. Beers said UPS is
currently speaking with potential leadership donors among
alumni and various corporations and foundations to learn
what their philanthropic interests are at the university.
This fundraiser will be by far
the largest one ever undertaken by the university. The last
fundraiser, which took place
between 1994 and 2000, exceeded its goal of $50 million
to raise $68.5 million.
Darin Leedy is going to subscribe
to The Trail when she's an alumna.

Portrait missing from Todd Hall

Not Ready for the LSAT?

ASUPS PHOTO SERVICES/PAUL WICKS

The portrait of President Edward Todd (1913-1942) which hangs in Todd Hall went missing
last weekend. According to Security Services Director Todd Badham, this was not reported
to Security. Portraits are occasionally stolen from dormitories and usually resurface after
time, Badham said.

Security Report
The following incidents occurred on campus and were reported to Security Services.
We are the Steven Klein Company, LSAT Specialists. After 18
years and 4,500 students, there probably isn't anyone who
knows more about this test or how to teach it than we do. That
is why Steven still teaches all his own classes. That is why you
should call us.
Our nine week course features 36 hours of class time with
weekly help sessions, seven mock exams and assistance with the
application process for the reasonable price of $1095.
We can answer any LSAT question — let us prove it. Call now for
a free seminar.
206-524-4915
Steven Klein Company

www.stevenklein.com

On October 16 two students reported the theft of their bicycles. One bicycle was taken
from the front porch of a house on N. 13th where it had been left unsecured for about 20 minutes. The other bicycle, which was also left unsecured, was taken from the Todd/Phibbs bike
room.
Crime Prevention Tips for the week:
Secure your room at all times. Keep doors and windows locked — especially when you are
sleeping or away.
Report suspicious people and/or activity immediately to Security Services at extension
3311.
Note about lost and found items:
Security receives many items of lost and found each week. Items range from student identification cards to bicycles. Please visit us if you are missing something. Security staff will make
an effort to notify property owners when the information is available.
Courtesy of Todd A. Badham.
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"HEY YOU," all birds,
the aviary is closed
•
for the season, do not
report.

"HEY YOU,"
UUUUUUK! go sox.
"HEY YOU," Classics
Dept. thanks for the
opera deal!

"HEY YOU,"
•
Wallflowers, will you
many me? None could
"HEY YOU," Dr. Dad. make me happier.

Sudoku
Wanna write a Hey You?
Send your call outs to:
trailheyyou@ups.edu
Rules:
No names or identifying
descriptions (jersey
numbers, initials, etc.)
Must be submitted
by weekend prior to
publication.

"HEY YOU," want to
go on a walk together
again soon?
"HEY YOU," SUB,
its not fried ravioli, its
toasted ravioli, if you
were from St.Louis you
would know.
"HEY YOU,"
housemate, you will
never know the sheer
satisfaction I get from
cleaning your dirty
dishes...because you
never return the favor.
Thanks. A lot.
"HEY YOU," I'm not
going to shave it.
"HEY YOU," what are
the policies on RA/
resident relations?
Because one of my T/P
RAs....she's REALLY
hot.
"HEY YOU," Cheer up.
You deserve better.

"HEY YOU," "Dreamy
Dave" was not sketchy,
don't worry.
"HEY YOU," Say it to
my face!
"HEY YOU," tall and
bearded, I noticed you
noticing.
"HEY YOU," Just Buy
`em. Fact!
"HEY YOU," want to
see something different
or new at the SUB?
Write a comment card
to the right of the fruit
bar or go to www2.ups.
edu/dcs/dining/the_
diner feedback.htm
"HEY YOU," The
Office rules in A/L. Go
watch Grey's Anatomy
somewhere else!
"HEY YOU," tasty
bearded man with
the dog your walk
down Lawrence makes
my day.
"HEY YOU," girl in
two of my classes (the
one with brown hair,
not black), when you
smile, it makes me
happy, and I don't think
that's pareidolia. We
should hang out.

"HEY YOU," The
internet is not a big
truck. It's a series of
tubes!

"HEY YOU,"
Cockblock cast. We
should really do that
whole get together
thing.

"HEY YOU," What
happens in Canada,
stays in Canada.

"HEY YOU," hippie.
Your pie hole. Shut it.

"HEY YOU," campus.
Why do you keep
losing stuff? Why don't
you check security
lost and found? Don't
you care about your
car keys, sweaters,
notebooks, and cell
phones?
"HEY YOU," would
you please turn off
the upstairs light? Our
electricity bill is going
through the roof. What
the hell is wrong with
you?
"HEY YOU,"
Halloween. Why
aren't you all the time?
Costumes are amazing.
"HEY YOU,"
playwriting class. We
should all get together
one weekend. We're
rambunctious in a
classroom, imagine if
we added alcohol.
"HEY YOU," wanna
spawn?
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Rules:
Fill every row, column, and 9 unit box with numbers 1-9, using each number only once. Have fun!
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10% Student Discount
(w/lD)
Hours: Monday - Friday 10:00 am - 8:00 pm
Saturday 9:00 am - 6:00 pm
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3321 N. 26th • (253)756-1720

Love, Cala.44

"HEY YOU," o rly?

•

"HEY YOU," ya rly!
"HEY YOU," Also, I
can kill you with my
brain.
"HEY YOU," person
shining the laser in my
room, don't think I
can't see you.
"HEY YOU," neighbor,
thanks for running
around your room
shirtless. You make me
laugh.

Annual check-ups, birth control,
emergency contraception, early abortion,
HPV vaccine, testing for pregnancy and Os,
education and treatment.

•

rnqaruagrtennthood®
oF)f iewLiten

www.ppww.org I 1.800.23o.PLAN

•

VISA
Ask if you qualify for FREE Services.
We'll bill most major insurance companies.
Planned Parenthood®• is a 5ot(c)(3) not•for•profit organization.
Czoo7 Planned Parenthood• of Western Washington.
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Intolerance associated with Bollinger letter
Concern for UPS' image follows President Thomas' signing
By Professor Steven
Neshyba
0 Guest Opinions Writer
In May of 2007 the Congress of the British University
and College Union (UCU) approved a motion for members
to debate an academic boycott
w against Israel.
It is worth quoting Resolution 30 in its entirety:
.. Congress notes that Israel's 40-year occupation has
seriously damaged the fabric
of Palestinian society through
annexation, illegal settlement,
collective punishment and restriction of movement.
Congress deplores the denial of educational rights for
Palestinians by invasions, closures, checkpoints, curfews,
♦ and shootings and arrests of
teachers, lecturers and students.
Congress condemns the
complicity of Israeli academia
in the occupation, which has
provoked a call from Palestin, ian trade unions for a comprehensive and consistent international boycott of all Israeli
academic institutions.
Congress believes that in
these circumstances passivity
or neutrality is unacceptable
and criticism of Israel cannot
w be construed as anti-Semitic.
Congress instructs the
NEC to
Circulate the full text of
the Palestinian boycott call to
all branches/LAs for information and discussion;
• Encourage members to
consider the moral implications of existing and proposed
links with Israeli academic institutions;
Organise a UK-wide
campus tour for Palestinian

e

•
•

academic/educational trade characterize the conflict as a
"political disagreement of the
unionists;
Issue guidance to mem- moment", as the letter suggests.
bers on appropriate forms of The missing context is the accumulated experience of the
action.
Columbia University Presi- Palestinian people over the last
dent Lee Bollinger reacted by half-century or so, including
ublishing a statement in the subjection to an intense period
New York Times condemning of ethnic cleansing in 1947-8
the proposed boycott and ask- and a 40-year-old, often brutal
occupation.
ing that the
signatories'
The Bollinger letter... will be Members of
universities understood as taking Israel's the Palestinbe included side in the ongoing Israel-Pal- ian academy
are likely to be
in the boy- estinian conflict.
struck by the
cott, should
hypocrisy of a
it actually
occur. At stake, according to call for Israeli academic freethe letter, was the principle of dom, considering their own
academic freedom. Recently experiences under military octhe union decided against_pur- cupation: missed classes, cansuing boycott aspects of the celed examinations, "targeted
assassinations", to name a few.
resolution.
When I learned that Presi- Given these realities, most Paldent Thomas was one of the estinians are likely to conclude
signatories of this letter, there that any institution endorsimmediately came to mind a ing the Bollinger letter must
number of questions: What be willfully ignorant, at best,
was the nature of the proposed of the context of the conflict,
boycott? Was it wise? Was it and therefore unlikely to be a
viable? Are Israeli academic place where a Palestinian perinstitutions really complicit spective would be given a fair
in the occupation? Are there audience.
Such interpretations are
ever moments when academic
freedom should be restricted? not limited to Palestinians, of
Here I would like to focus on course. Suppose, for example,
one more aspect -- what the a university decides to hire
signing of the Bollinger letter an Arabist to join the faculty.
says about perceptions of UPS A candidate would have good
reason to look for ways to
itself.
First, we should be clear evaluate the temperament of
about one thing: the Bollinger the university. In a highly conletter will be understood by troversial case, DePaul Univercertain groups as being much sity recently denied tenure to
more than an assertion of aca- professor Norman Finkelstein,
demic freedom. It will be un- a Middle-East scholar, and
derstood as taking Israel's side to lecturer Mehrene Larudee,
in the ongoingisrael-Pales- who supported him, despite
tinian conflict. To a Palestin- majority or unanimous votes
ian, this perception will come of support from their departabout because of what is not ments; Finkelstein was evensaid in the letter. It is doubt- tually acknowledged by DePful that any Palestinian would aul to be "a prolific scholar and

Want to write for The Trail?

ONLINE
POLL
WWW.THETRAILNEWSPAPER.COM

If you have an interest in writing for the

News broke world-wide last week when J.K. Rowling, author
of the Harry Pottery series, exclaimed on her book tour that
character Altus Dumbledore was gay. Appearing before a sold
out Carnegie Hall, Rowling went on to explain that the character's love was his "great tragedy".

paper...
S

an outstanding teacher." What er this opinion is an accurate
went wrong? Many believe it reading of UK law. However,
was the politics of intolerance, I'm guessing its outcome — the
in this case, the fact that Fin- suppression of even so much
kelstein is well-known for his as a vote on the matter -- is a
critique of the conventional far cry from the model of acaview that Israel's human rights demic freedom that President
record is "better than average", Thomas had in mind when he
among other controversial signed Bollinger's letter.
So in essence, my concern is
stances.
Given such possibilities, a that UPS's name on the Bolcandidate would do well to ask linger letter will make too many
of UPS, what process was fol- people wonder whether the
lowed inpreparation for the UPS community is sufficiently
signing of the Bollinger let- tolerant of diverse points of
ter? Was a diversity of opin- view, especially when those
ions sought? Was the decision views run counter to convengiven adequate public airing? tion. We should be attracting
To which we would have to re- diversity of opinion, not scaring it away. How might we do
spond, not yet.
In this light it is worth not- that? President Thomas' record
ing the circumstances that led shows that he is passionate
to the UCU's decision not to about promoting justice, dipursue the boycott aspects of versity, and academic freedom.
their Resolution 30. One might Why not join these themes
have hoped that such decision in a serious, multinational fowas based on democratic, open rum that addresses the themes
identified
discussion of the
merits of a boyMy concern is that UPS's in Resocott, followed by name on the Bollinger letter lution 30:
a vote — but that will make too many people educationrights
is not what oc- wonder whether the UPS al
Palcurred. Instead, community is sufficiently tol- of
UCU's legal erant of diverse points of view. estinians
and the
advisors detercomplicity
mined that
of Israeli
"[i]t would be
beyond the Union's powers academics in the occupation?
and unlawful for the Union, How about developing prodirectly or indirectly to call for grams for student exchanges,
or to implement a boycott by sabbatical placements, and
the Union and its members research collaborations with
of any kind of Israeli univer- Palestinians? Yes, it would be
sities and other academic in- a big project, but the benefits
stitutions; and that the use of wouldbe many. For starters, we
Union funds directly or indi- would have to collectively derectly to further such a boycott cide on the limits of legitimate
would also be unlawful."
discourse — and in doing so we
The UCU leadership con- would be leading and informcluded that it was OK to talk ing the public discourse, rather
about a proposed boycott, but than following it. It seems a
no testing of opinion would be fitting role for the academy.
permitted. I don't know wheth-

PLEASE CONTACT US AT
TRAIL@UPS.EDU

Does knowing Dumbledore's sexual orientation make a difference in the Harry Potter series?
Go to WWVV.THETRAILNEWSPAPER.COM to answer
this week's poll question about J.K. Rowling and Dumbledore.

Bush dodges another one
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SUMMER SESSION

•
a

0

Register for Spring with Summer In Mind!
The schedule for Summer Session 2008 is now
available for pick up at the Registrar's Office,
Jones 013. You can also access the Summer
schedule through Course Offerings in Cascade.

/--Mr. President do
you have plans to
`attack Iran?

1
Uh...heh.
Dumbledore
is gay.

The schedule for Summer Session 2008 includes
a number of Connections core courses, as well
as other courses that will meet the
Upper Division requirement.
ELLIOT TROTTER
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Hypocrisy as a
form of media
By Shaheen Shingu
sshingu@ups.edu
Opinions Writer
Earlier
this month,
The New
York Times
wrote an article about
ex-general
Ricardo
Sanchez's
comments criticizing the Bush
Administration's poor handling
of the war in Iraq.
Boring.
However, as they have a responsibility to continue reporting the news in an ethical manner, I suppose I can't complain
much about this trite, albeit
relevant, subject. There is just
one problem. That is not exactly how it went down.
There were, surprisingly, two
to Sanchez's statement.
One was directed at the media:
"The death knell of our ethics has been enabled by your
parent organizations who have
chosen to align themselves
with political agendas. What
is clear to me is that you are
perpetuating the corrosive partisan politics that is destroying
our country and killing our
servicemen who are at war.
He continued:
"My assessment is that your
profession, to some extent,
has strayed from these ethical standards and allowed ex-

0

ternal agendas to manipulate
what the American public sees
on TV, what they read in our
newspapers and what they see
on the web. For some of you,
just like some politicians, the
truth is of little to no value if it
does not fit your preconceived
notions, biases and agendas."
Only after this did he make
any statements resembling
criticisms of the Bush Administration:
"There has been a glaring,
unfortunate display of incompetent strategic leadership
within our national leaders. As
a Japanese proverb says, "Action without vision is a nightmare."There is no question that
America is living a nightmare
with no end in sight."
He did not, however, focus
on the administration specifically:
"Since 2003, the politics of
war have been characterized
by partisanship as the Republican and Democratic parties
struggled for power in Washington. National efforts to date
have been corrupted by partisan politics that have prevented us from devising effective,
executable, supportable solutions. At times, these partisan
struggles have led to political
decisions that endangered the
lives of our sons and daughters on the battlefield. The unmistakable message was that
political power had a greater
priority than our national seSEE
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RIAA uses tactics
unjustified in file
sharing court case
By Alex Goya
agoya@ups.edu
Opinions Writer
On October 4th
a panel of
twelve jurors made a
decision on
what is likely
the most important case involving file sharing since Napster. 30-year-old
single mother Jammie Thomas
was ordered to pay the sum of
$222,000 to the Recording Industry Association of America
(RIAA; which represents all
four major US record labels)
for the alleged copyright violation of 24 songs over Kazaa
file sharing network. Out of
between an estimated 18,000
to 36,000 lawsuits filed by the
RIAA, this is the first one to
actually make it to court. All
other suits have either been
settled out of court, are pend-

ing, or have been dropped for
lack of evidence (including one
against a deceased woman who
had never owned a computer).
Thus the RIAA has developed
a reputation scare-tactics, bullying, and deceptive business
tactics; which in addition to
monopolistic behavior and
price fixing have led to being
awarded the title of "Worst
Company In America" by the
consumerist (Halliburton was
second, Exxon and WalMart
tied for third).
Now I'm not going to disagree with the verdict here (the
woman was likely guilty, but
I'll spare you the details), but
that doesn't justify the RIAA's
tactics. This was a precedent
setting lawsuit, not a soapbox
for the RIAA to stand on. Unfortunately the recording industry did just that, making it
clear Jammie Thomas was not
their prime focus of the case.
Sony B MG's head of litigation,
SEE

Cabbage
plants
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Cartoons today lack•
tact, overlysuggestive
film franchise. I really enjoyed art of animated story-telling
the first one. I thought that the is just dying a slow and painidea of turning the fairy tale ful death, or it is dying and the
genre on its head was really writers are trying to throw in
creative, interesting and well- some incentive for the parents
As a kid I executed.
to watch these movies.
was definiteThen came the second and
I remember my parents acly a "vidiot". third Shrek movies. Shrek 2, tually enjoying taking us to a
I watched especially, was a barrage of pop see kids' movies. My dad loved
a ridiculous culture refer"Beauty
and
amount of ences and thinly
the Beast"—
television veiled innuenCartoons are getting not only for its
between the dos. I watched worse, period. If the qual- elegant animaages of 6 this movie while ity of the animation itself tion and story,
and 12. I remember miniscule baby sitting is getting better every year, but for its hu- a
and trite details from cartoons my 6 year-old I really wonder why ani- mor and charm
I haven't seen for 10 years. I can neighbor. I had mated movies rely more (the pseudo art
quote Disney movies almost to awkwardly and more on gimmicky history scene
verbatim. Actually, I almost dodge questions writing.
stands out parconsider myself a connoisseur about sex in the
ticularly in my
of animation. Occasionally I first ten minmind).
find DVDs or old tapes of 90s utes of the movie—if you've
Nowadays, I can feel my 0
cartoons like, "Batman: the seen the movie, you'll recall mother's eyebrows rise during
Animated Series", or "Doug" there is a honeymoon montage animated movies we watch as
and watch them. I find I enjoy in the beginning. She was very a family. After we saw "Ratathese shows almost as much as curious about what Fiona and touille", she couldn't help but
I did when I was a kid, but for Shrek were going "off to do" point out to me the flaws in the
completely different reasons.
without Don- story's progression (how that
The same thing
key, and why rat got so damn good at cookI am stunned by the Shrek was so ing if he'd only dabbled in it,
is true of a great
animated film amount of pop culture strident about for one thing). I tried to defend
it works on two references, celebrity jokes it. I felt a little the movie, but it only made me
different levels. I and product placement guilty about not realize that I felt the same way.
love the idea of that goes into cartoon explaining fully
Animators struggle to make
animation, pri- movies (not to mention (I told her they original stories, that when
marily targeted crude humor). Either the wanted to spend something isn't derivative (aka
at children, hav- art of animated storyeven more time "Hoodwinked", or "Shark- •
ing the story- telling is just dying a slow together), but tale"), they have to make it so
telling power to and painful death, or its more than that, out there and bizarre that the
keep adults en- dying and the writers are I was annoyed premise becomes bogged down
tertained as well trying to throw in some that a 6 year- in details and the story bethrowing in a incentive for the parents old girl would comes a convoluted mess.
few subtle jokes to watch these movies.
be confused by a
The same is true about carthat children
sexual reference toon show premises. It used
may not appreto be fine just to have a show
in a PG movie.
ciate.
I don't re- about kids, like "Hey Arnold!"
Why is it then that whenever member ever discovering sex Or "Recess" (Nickelodeon and
I sit down to watch something from an animated film. -Sure, Disney, respectively). Now you
with my twelve year-old step- when you're older you begin to have programs like, "The Rebrother, I'm simply left with a see implications, but nothing placements". If you've never
bad taste in my mouth?
that wouldn't have gone over seen this program, let me give
Cartoons are getting worse, your head as a child. More you a quick synopsis: two or- a
period. If the quality of the an- than this, I am stunned by the phans call a hotline and order
imation itself is getting better amount of pop culture refer- parents for themselves. The
every year, I really wonder why ences, celebrity jokes and prod- parents end up being a secret
animated movies rely more and uct placement that goes into
more on gimmicky writing. cartoon movies (not to menSEE CARTOONS PAGE 7
Take, for example, the Shrek tion crude humor). Either the

By Isabelle Eyre
ieyre@ups.edu
Opinions Writer
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Generation "Q" louder
than Friedman believes

I By Seth B. Doherty
sdoherly@ups.edu
Opinions Writer

A

Finally
a label has
been given
to our generation by
someone in
a position
to make it
stick. Alas, that person was
Thomas Friedman.
The label that Friedmangave
us in his October 10 New York
Times column was that of
"Generation Q, the QstandFrieding for 'quiet.' ough
ih
man commends our supposedly ideal, but not activist service,
he seems blind to how loud
some of us are willing to speak,
and instead lumps us into a
rather inaccurate stereotype.
Our variety of speech may not
seem obvious to someone who
does not give us enough respect to look for it, and though
it may be diverse and perhaps
not quite loud enough, it is still
plenty noticeable.
Though Friedman congratulates us for our quiet activism,
such as enrolling in programs
like Teach for America and its
international equivalents, he
seems to see our most common political actions as little
more than signing online petitions. Though Friedman seems
to cite his experiences visiting
colleges and his relationship
with his daughter as the source
of his opinions, he seems to see

a different generation than I do
(and as I suspect you do too).
One need only to look at this
campus to see students clearly
speaking up and being heard.
Just this year we have had students spreading information
and acting in solidarity with
the Jena 6 and the monks arrested during the protests in
Burma. In tie bigger scope of
things we have had students
form a group to evaluate race
(Race Readers Group) and we
have groups like Students for a
Sustainable Campus designing
and implementing their own
plans on sustainability; the oft
mentioned worm buckets are
Our variety of speech
may not seem obvious to
someone who does not
give us enough respect to
look for it, and though it
may be diverse and perhaps
not quite loud enough, it
is still plenty noticeable.

the clearest example. These are
certainly the first steps in wider
and even more vocal actions.
One need not be on campus
long to hear the buzz of future
movements in the mix. These
may not meet the standards of
Thomas Friedman, or our parents' generation, but certainly
some members of our generation are matching them.
Last March, a group of activists (many of them students
and some from UPS) protested
for twelve days at the Port of
Tacoma against the shipment

of Stryker vehicles to Iraq. 37
people were arrested, a number
from UPS. According to the
Tacoma News Tribune, there
were more police needed to
man the protests than are usually needed for the entire city.
The city was forced to spend an
extra $621,489 simply on police costs. Perhaps Friedman
did not hear these members of
our generation, but the City of
Tacoma certainly did.
Certainly, our generation
has not engaged in the vocal
acts of courage that the generation of the civil rights and
anti-Vietnam War movements
did, and we could be doing
more, but that does not make
us quiet. To invalidate what
we have done based on a few
experiences certainly does not
encourage us. We face different challenges than the generation before us. Our problems
are not that of segregation in
the South, but that of its lingering effects. Those who wish
to fight wars or are willing to
sacrifice the environment are
richer and more integrated
into the government than ever
before. Friedman does not
credit any inaction on the part
of our generation on cynicism,
its most likely source. I hope
that we will not simply remain
as loud and active as we are
now, but get louder and more
active. Perhaps it would help if
those with the position to write
about us do not simply write us
off as "Generation
Seth Doherty is never quiet.

HYPOCRISY
curity objectives. Overcoming
this strategic failure is the first
step toward achieving victory
in Iraq — without bipartisan
cooperation we are doomed to
fail. There is nothing going on
in Washington that would give
us hope."
This seems more like an assault on the partisanship and
bureaucracy of this country,
rather than on Bush. Yet, from
these statements, the New York
Times derived this headline,
inaccurate to say the least:
"Former Top General in Iraq
Faults Bush Administration."
I kid you not, brothers
and sisters, this is the headline.
A pompously written left-wing article follows.
(Here is a link: http://www.
nytimes.com/2007/10/12/
Washington/12cnd-general.
html?_r=18coref=slogan).
To save you the pain of sufw- fering through The Times' unethical and painfullypartisan
article (with a hint of superiority, no less), it suffices to say
that they use the exact words I
quoted above, but incorrectly
applied them only to President
Bush and his administration.
They write, "[Sanchez's] main
criticism was leveled at the
Bush administration, which he
said has failed to mobilize the
entire United States government, other than the military,
to contribute meaningfully to

e

,

reconstructing and stabilizin
sire to promote your own selfIraq." This is intentionally an
worth.
viciously misleading.
The media has a formal duty
Nowhere in the article is there to bring the news to the public s
any trace of the stronger, more knowledge. There is most cersignificant comments Sanchez tainly a code of ethics that goes
made about media manipula- with this. I think it's something
tion. I guess the people be- along the lines of "don't lie." I
hind The Times didn't have the could be wrong.
testicular fortitude to write a
In any case, I don't prefer
headline reading: "Former Top biased news, left or right, but
General Faults Us Because We I accept it as a reality. I just
Lie."
want to suplex
It is not funthe nerds who
It is not funny. The sit behind desks
ny. The media
has successfully media has successfully and figure out
manipulated a manipulated a direct criti- ways to considdirect criticism cism of their integrity into erably obscure
of their integ- another story about how the facts until
rity into another poor a president Bush is. the significance
story about how And nearly everyone buys is completely
poor a president it.
changed.
Bush is. And
Moreover,
nearly everyone buys it.
this issue brings up a subject
I find this appalling because very near and dear to my own
Sanchez's point is an exceed- heart: it is the subject of the
ingly important one. He ex- media's censorship. The media
poses both the hypocrisy in the has an affinity for being able
media and in the government. to give impressive amounts
The quibbling m alcontent of of negative criticism–but not
both sides are sacrificing what for being able to tolerate said
they publicly preach is most criticism when it is directed at
important–the lives of our them.
people.
The Trail has refused to pubFor this, I hate the New lish any of my many articles
York Times. I renounce them. based much on the fact that
Left-wing, pretentious, self- they are highly critical of The
proclaimed messiahs of the Trail (to be fair, the articles
media: You do this country an were scathingly sarcastic, possiimmense disservice with your bly unprofessional, and very oflack of integrity and your de- fensive). They did, though, tell
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Jennifer Pariser, testified that, or have never used the internet,
"'When an individual makes and some of the jurors admit to
a copy of a song for himself, lacking basic computer knowlI suppose we can say he stole edge. During the proceeding
a song." Making "a copy" of a the jury needed such words as
purchased song is just a nice `play list', 'encryption', 'computway of saying steals just one er forensics', screen shot', `share
co "'
folder', username',
is, of course, is not what r ipp ing',, and 'burning all dethe Digital
fined for them.
Millennium
The previously
mentioned JenCopyright act But even more appalling is
or the_policy of that the RIAA didn't even nifer Pariser
` Fair Ilse' states. have to prove that and file- was even kind
Basically, Sony sharing took place. They enough to deis saying that if only had to make a case fine to the jury
you download the files were "available" on what it meant
a song (legal- the network. ued for copy- for a band to go
ly) off the say, right infringement when on "tour."
Even though
Itunes, you are there was no evidence that
only allowed to any infringement had ac- Thomas is aplisten to it on tually occurred.
pealing this dethat computer.
cision (she still
Transferring
maintains that
it to a music player, another she's innocent), this case is the
computer, or to a CD would first of its kind and is sure to
be considered "stealing." Like- be cited by the RIAA whenwise with a CD purchased at ever a reason arises. This is a
the mall. Ironic, coming from a precedent setting case and will
company sells millions of MP3 give the labels a great excuse
plajers every year.
attack the people they believe
But even more appalling are pirating their content. As
is that the RIAA didn t even clearly conveyed by the record
have to prove that and file- industry, this case is about a
sharing took place. They only lot more than Jammie Thomas
had to make a case the files or 24 songs, it's about where
were "available" on the net- both the industry and copywork. Jammie Thomas was right law are headed. This case
being sued for copyright in- was a perfect storm of an easfringement when there was no ily persuaded judge, an inept
evidence that any infringement defense, and an incapable jury.
had actually occurred. That was The end user is worse off than
how the jury was instructed to before because of a whole lot of
decide the trial.
bad timing (or a conspiracy, if
Speaking of the jury, it's you're in to that kid of thing).
questionable whether these Don't be surprised if they come
people had any business judg- for you next.
ing this particular case. An
Alex Goya downloads music all
undisclosed number of them the time. His favorite band is Jourtold the judge during screenney, he never stops believing.
ings that they don't currently
`

CONT. FROM PAGE 6
me that I couldn't write things
critical of our own publication. They make a fair point;
we are trying to promote our
publication, not trash it. I fully
support this promotion. However, I also support unabridged,
complete news. This is the
key adulteration to which our
Times Sanchez affair can be
compared; the media likes to
criticize, but does not like to be
criticized.
As long as cases such as these
are as prominent as they are
now, the people of this country will never be able to fairly
assess anything. The public s
intellectual capacity will never
reach farther than the inane
partisanship of Democrats
and Republicans (that is to say,
Tweedle-Dee and TweedleDum); consequently, we will
always be dissatisfied and uneducated in regard to our political state of affairs and, thus,
reality.

Shaheen Shingu doesn't want to
be Hauser, he wants to be Quaid.

(Here is the URL for the
actual transcription of Sanchez's speech, in its entirety:
http://www. militaryreporters .
org/sanchez_101207.html . I
challenge anyone to argue that
Sanchez "faults" only the Bush
Administration, and not other
partisan politicians and media
members as a whole.)

CARTOONS
CONT. FROM PAGE
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agent and a stunt man. Zaniness ensues.
Does anyone else think that
if they were a kid when this
came out, they would have not
wanted to watch it based on its
stupid premise alone? Never
mind the writing, characters, or
even the terrible message "The
Replacements" gives off in its
title alone. I would have just
thought it was a dumb idea.
There is some hope for the
future of cartoons. As the Japanese have done before us, the
United States has started a
separate market for cartoons
geared towards adults. Adult
Swim, the late-night slot on
Cartoon Network, has animation for the 15-plus, and it is
catching on. Of course shows
like "South Park" and "The
Simpsons" have been around a
while as well.
My hope is that the American
film industry will start making
more cartoon movies directed
towards mature audiences, instead of lumping all animation
together. Then maybe we will
see a return to a time of simpler
story telling that does not rely
on gimmicks.
Isabelle Eyre has given up on innocence and is not too happy with the
ugly real world of comedy.

---
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The 4i member Adelphian Concert Choir is
a mix of music majors, minors, and people who
just love to sing. It has a long-standing tradition
at UPS wi th this year marking its 75th anniversary. Members are chosen though a yearly audition process and the music they perform is chosen
by the director. The Adelphian Choir keeps its
alumni close shown this year at the homecoming
concert, which attracted over 129 alumni from
all over the country. These alumni came back to
sing with the current members as well as attend a
brunch after the concert.
Callie Johnson • Features Writer • cmjohnson@ups.edu

IJMOMING EVENTS
November 3: All University Chorale Ensembles 4:00 p.m.
November 15-18: Kurt Weill's Threepenny Opera,
7:30p.m., Nov.18 2:30 p.m.
December 8: Adelphian Seasonal Concert, 7:30 p.m.
December 9: Adelphian Seasonal Concert, 2:30N.m.
December 11: University Chorale and Dorian Singers Seasonal Concert, 7:30 p.m.

VIEW

-

The UPS School of Music
offers a Bachelor of Arts in
music, a Bachelor of Music
in performance and music
education, Elective Studies in music business, and
a music minor. UPS started
offering music education
in 1893, five years after the
school was founded. In the
music program this year,
there are 124 majors: 32 performance, 19 music education, 7 music business, and
66 who will be graduating
with a B.A. in music. There
are also 45 minors.
Callie Johnson • FeatUres Writer • cmjohnson@ups.edu

GROIJPS
The School of Music is
proud to be host to 10 different instrumental and choral
ensembles. They are:

The Dorian Singers, a Choral group composed
of 32 women, is in its second decade and earning
acclaim as one of the Northwest's top women's
choirs. The Dorians perform with both instrumental accompaniment and a cappella. An audition is required for entrance into the choir, which
attracted 50 women prospects this year. In the
fall, they participate in the Fall Choral Festival,
an all-day event for select high school singers
that ends with performances by the Adelphians,
orians, and Yo ci d'Amici. This year the Fall
Choral Festival was held on October 3rd. In the
spring, they have a women's choral festival, which
ends with a performance by the Dorians. James
Bowyer is the conductor for the Dorian Singers,
as well as the University Chorale.
Madeleine Ringham • Features Writer • mringhaM@ups.edu

The orchestra, composed of roughly 70 studere
musicians, performs four concerts every year. Led
by conductor Christophe Chagnard, the orchestra
plays both familiar classics as well as new pieces.
For example at the concert on October 12, they
performed Liszt's Piano Concerto and The S s r 4b
cerer's Apprentice. Unlike the University Jazz
Band and the University Band, placement in the
Symphony Orchestra requires auditioning. Auditions are also required for admission to the School
of Music and for consicl erati on for music scholar.
ships, which range from $1,000 to $10,000 per
year. Half of all music scholarships are available
to students of music whs do not plan to major in
it. Rehearsals occur twice a week with the addi•
lion of sectional meetings.

Vocal
Adelphians
Dorians
Voci d'Amici
University Chorale
Instrumental
Wind Ensemble
Orchestra
University Band
String Orchestra
University Jazz
Gamelan Ensemble
Katie Breen • Features Editor • kbreen4
ups.edu

ADMINISTRATION
DirectOr: Keith Ward
Director, Choral activities:
Jerry Yonkman
Admissions coordinator:
Kyle Haugen
Director of Bands: Robert
Taylor

Madeleine Ringham • Features Writer • mringham@ups.edu

"I just love making music," and he's glad he's in orchestra because "it's at a high enough level where a large.
4
part of the orchestra repertoire is available to us."
- Will McLain, Senior cello player

UPCOMING EVENTS •
November 7: University Jazz Band, 7:30p.m.
November 30: Univeisity Symphony Orchestra,
7:30 p.m.
December 7: Wind Ensemble and University Band,
7:30 p.m.
December 10: University Percussion Ensemble,
7:30 p.m.

711ErLD

•
•

HMOMOBron,
The UPS Wind Ensemble, made up of about
SO members, is well recognized in the Northwest. It has had numerous invitations to perform
at the Northwest Division and Washington
Music Educators Conference. It performs musical pieces in many different styles and periods,
and its members are selected through an audition
process.
Callie Johnson • Features Write • cmjohnson@ups.edu
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The Jacobsen Series is the School of Music's faculty artist series
which features performances by both fall-time and affiliate faculty, The
performances are diverse, rant'ng from opera t small chamber ensembles. In addition, faculty performers may be accompanied by guest artists or ensembles, either from other schools or simply esteemed groups.

Os
*The Wind Ensemble brass section

Katie Breen • Features Editor • kbreen@ups.edu

IJPCOMING EVENTS:
•

November 9 @ 7:30pm: Music of America featuring Tanya Stambuk, piano; Maria Sampen,
violin; Timothy Christie, viola; with guests
Kwan Bin Park, violin; and Kevin Krentz,
Maria Sampen, Violin, Duane Hulbert, piano
with guests artists Timothy Christie, viola; Steve
Miahky, violin; Norbert Lewandowski, cello

ASUPS PHOTO SERVICES/MATT LOEWEN

Adelphians Concert on Homecoming Weekend.

41
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PAST CONCERTS INCLUDE:
Tanya Stambuck, Piano with the Finisterra Trio
Maria Sampen, Violin, Duane Hulbert, piano
with guests artists Timothy Christie, viola; Steve
Miahky, violin; Norbert Le wandowski, cello
Cycles and Sets: featuring Keith Ward, piano;
with vocalists Michael Delos, Christina Kowalski, Christopher McKim, and Kathryn Weld
A Festival of Opera: Vocal performances by
Christina Kowalski, Michael Delos, and Kathryn Weld. Duane Hulbert, piano

ASUPS PHOTO SERVICES/NICOLE MARSHALL

Caricaturist Tom 'Huf' Hofstedt works his magic at the "Caricatures"Wind Ensemble Concert.

a
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Practice, practice, practice. A UPS student
does what music students do so often:.

a

ASUPS PHOTO SERVICES/MATT LOEWEN

Adelphians Concert on Homecoming Weekend.

ASUPS PHOTO SERVICES/NICOLE MARSHALL

"Caricatures" Wind Ensemble Concert-10/18/07.
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Theatre Arts' "Cripple of Inishmaan" •

embodies best of amateur drama
IV

41
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•
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Clockwise from top left: 1) Sophomore Bryan Sullivan as Bobby "Babby" Bennett, sitting in a devious manner. 2) Sophomore Collin Wallace as Bartley McCormick
stares down Kate Cantwell as Eileen Osbourne. 3) Freshman Joey Fechtel as Johnny Peteenmike gossips to a drunken Mammy O'Dougal, played by Junior Rachel
Wolfe. 4) Sophie Lowenstein as Kate Osbourne, showcasing what surely must be one of the great facial expressions in the history of the UPS theater department.
By Maggy Curran

mcurran@ups.edu

A&E Writer
Traditionally, both studentand faculty-directed plays are
the talk of the campus for the
entirety of the production. For
this fall's The Cripple of Inishmaan directed by esteemed
guest 'director Marilyn Bennett
from the Annie Wright School,
things seemed to follow suit. A
week prior to the show's opening, every group, or meeting I
attended strongly encouraged
students to buy tickets.
When I mentioned in passing that I was writing a review,
I was instructed on exactly
where to sit so as to not miss
the monologue given 12 feet
above the stage. It was good
advice — from where I was, I
had an opportunity to take in
everything that was going on,
onstage and above.
The play is set in 1930s Ireland in the small town of Inishmaan. It follows a crippled
orphan named Billy Claven
(junior David Wolf) who lives
with his foster aunts. He hears,
through community gossip,
that a film is being shot in a
nearby town. He makes it his
goal to earn a role in the documentary, which actually exists outside the play: Robert J.
Flaherty's 1934 play "Man of
Aran." "Cripple' Billy, as he is
called, goes behind his aunts'
backs and uses his power of
persuasion and manipulation
to hitch a boat ride to Inish-

more, where the documentary
is being filmed.
By showing the boatman
"Babby" Bobby a (forged, but
the audience doesn't know that
yet) doctor's note stating that
Billy has a deadly strain of
then-incurable tuberculosis, he
appeals to Bobby's empathetic
side (played by Bryan Sullivan
`10). Bobby's mother had died
from the epidemic shortly before, creating the only crack in
his hard exterior.
The boat returns without Billy, and the town is led to believe
that the boy has finally gotten
rid of his terminal misfortune.
That is, until rumors spread of
Billy's supposed sickness and
no one knows exactly what to
think anymore.
At first glance, the plot line
seemed entirely too predictable: the underprivileged,
overlooked (and, in this case,
disabled) character lives his
life in agony without reward.
He finally gets his "big break,"
which, of course, no one thinks
he can accomplish. With unwavering determination, he
proves everyone wrong, and
it all leads to a heartwarming
ending, ad nauseum. If not
for the many plot twists, the
majority of the first act would
have followed this pattern.
The set and costumes, although well done and professional-looking, added to this
preconceived notion of how
everything was going to play
out. What made me think otherwise was the shining repu-

tation that preceded both the brother-sister duo: the forplaywright and the play itself, mer can't stand up for himself,
not to mention the actors and while the latter uses her quick
director.
temper and power for hurtBefore anything was discov- ing others to show affection.
ered plot-wise, the character Johnny's mother (played by
development began. From the Rachel Wolfe '09) who, aided
beginning, the playwright's by her son, is drinking herself
purpose seemed to have been to death, is the only character
to strengthen the characters as that, although uncensored and
much as possible without get- senile, speaks the truth.
ting to the point where the auOf course, the playwright
dience was either overwhelmed Martin McDonagh can't be
or hopelessly confused.
given all the credit: He wrote
Each character was distinct the lines with the intention
from one
of actor
another.
and direcThe intensity was not derived for moldEven the
aunts, who from superficial dialogue and ing them
seem like the interactions, but from each
to create
the ste- character's internal structure the perfect
reotypical and, eventually, their personal live scene.
elder, over- experience of struggle and hard- The actors'
worried
impeccable
guardians, ship.
Irish achad multicents and
ple dimenall, were
sions: The audience watches either perfectly cast for the
Kate, after Billy leaves, spiral roles or extremely method.
down into delusion which is
They flawlessly portrayed evupsetting but still appears ery character's qualities. Even
comical.
the actors' shortcomings (getThe gossip monger Johnny ting ahead of themselves with
Pateenmike (played byJoey lines, for instance) played for
Fechtel 11), who should be their characters, rather than
convincing and selfish ends up taking away from the scenes.
being the most giving, selfless The intensity was not all decharacter; conversely, Billy, who rived from superficial dialogue
gets the audience's sympathy and the interaction between
through most of the play, turns characters, but from each charout to be the cold-hearted ma- acter's internal structure and,
nipulator.
eventually, their personal exBartle y (Colin Wallace '10) perience of struggle and hardand Helen (Chloe Novak 11), ship.
Similarly, the play's comedy
are the perfectly dysfunctional

didn't rely on funny one-liners,
although there were many; instead, the purest humor came
from the times when words
weren't spoken at all (for example, Helen smashing eggs
over Bartleby's head in a game
of England vs. Ireland.)
The audience's reaction is an
integral part of any play, and
this one was no exception. The
humor was used in strange,
unconventional ways. Kate's
aforementioned slow, silent
demise was tentatively laughed
at, almost like a response to an
off-colorjoke.
The audience felt Billy's pain
until the end when we found
out the source of the lies was,
in fact, him. In typical boywho-cried-wolf style, he gets
his punishment, and the audience for one second felt satisfied that he finally got what he
deserved — until again we were,
against our will, overcome with
sympathy.
Even with the few problems
any non-professional theater
couldn't avoid, UPS's version
of The Cripple of Inishmaan was
incredible. Not only the acting,
but the directing as well. Bennett provided a new sound and
vision with a little-known play
and surprising staging choices.
It doesnt take a thespian to realize that the director and actors worked fluidly with each
other to create a sensational
show.
Maggy Curran is a self-proclaimed Drama Queen.
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Hello, Cupcake does its namesake proud
By Elyssa Dahl

a

•

edahl@ups.edu
A&E Writer
Driving down Pacific Avenue,
you may notice the faint scent
of scrumptious cupcakes wafting in your direction. It is not
your malnourished college brain
fabricating the smell; it is Hello,
Cupcake gracing the streets of
North Tacoma.
Hello, Cupcake is the answer
to the question of where to get
the perfect dessert. It lies directly across from Union Station on
Pacific. Recently, the street has
been undergoing a sort of renaissane and the dessert shop fits in
beautifully between bookstores,
other trendy eateries and independent shopping boutiques.
Inside Hello, Cupcake meets
all expectations of what a cupcake shop should look like. The
walls are painted pale green
with accents of black and white
among modern-looking furniture. Miniature chandeliers hang
in the windows and calming
music plays in the background.
On to the most important part:
the cupcakes. Displayed as if it
were artwork in a museum, the
main exhibit sits on tiered cake
platters beyond a sheet of glass.
There are plenty of flavors to suit
any sweet tooth. Traditional butter creams lie alongside red velvet, carrot, coconut, lemon and
mocha.
A veteran to Hello, Cupcake, I
decided against my usual chocolate with butter cream and opted
for the slightly more adventurous red velvet with cream cheese
frosting. Not only is it topped
with an adorable chocolate ac-

ASUPS PHOTO SERVICES / WHITNEY HOLT

Left) Hello, Cupcake shows off their flair for decoration with a lovely embellishment. Right) There are a lot of cupcakes in this place.
cent, but the tartness of the
cream cheese perfectly compliments the super sweet red velvet;
I highly recommend it.
A. taste of the vanilla with
chocolate butter cream proved
enjoyable as well. The thick,
creamy chocolate isperched
upon a light, airy bed of vanilla.
Hello, Cupcake's goodies are not
filled with the oils and preservatives that typify store-bought
cupcakes. Instead, they have
a characteristic freshness that
makes them irresistible.
In a discussion with a friend

and fellow cupcake connoisseur,
I asked for a 1 to 10 scale rating. She said, "I would give them
an 8.5 only because there were
one too many layers of frosting.
Otherwise, Id give them a 9."
I agree with the somewhat
troubling frosting-to-cake ratio.
While all parts are aesthetically
perfect, that tends to be at the
expense of the ideal cupcake.
They feature slightly more frosting than a diner knows what to
do with. My friend and I ended
up redistributing the topping all
over the cupcake to make each

bite more balanced. This slight
issue, luckily, is easy to overlook
in the presence of such enticing
desserts.
Hello, Cupcake pastries pose
age-old cupcake-eating questions. Do Hick all the frosting
off first? How can I get the perfect mix of frosting and cake? Is
it feasible to eat the entire thing
in one bite? Would it be frowned
upon to eat a dozen by myself?
How long would it take me to
sample every flavor combination?
If ever you can manage to pay

a visit to Hello, Cupcake, by all
means do it! The cupcakes are
not only delightful and inexpensive, but they may just become
the new doughnut.
When you are faced with the
problem of which is the best
way to eat dessert, is it really a
problem at all? Hello, Cupcake
provides the perfect setting to
ponder these questions over a
well-deserved treat.
Elyssa Dahl actually says "Hello
Cupcake," to her dessert before eating it.

SDS showcases mind- How filesharing
opening radical films changes music

•

RADICAL FILM
NIGHT
Las-fi
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Though deceased, Napster is still emblematic of the P2P debate.
PHOTO COURTESY: DAVID LEV
A sign outside of the SDS house invites passers-by to watch the films while maintaining radical overtones.

By David Lev

davidlev@comcast.net
A&E 'Writer
By now, students should be
at least aware of Students for
a Democratic Society, or SDS.
They are the radical social justice group most well known
for their involvement with the
anti-war protests at the Port of
Tacoma last spring. But what if
you want to get involved, but
are a little leery about protests
and the like?
Well, SDS is not only involved in protests. They have

also started showing a series
of "Radical Films" every Friday
at 7:30, addressing everything
from struggles for free speech
to fights for labor rights, and
even vegan cowboys.
Most of the films come from
local labor activist Arthur Miller, who was impressed by SDS's
participation in the Port of Tacoma protests. Over the summer, SDS members who were
still in Tacoma showed several
of the films, and this year SDS
members Patrick Edelbacher
and Leah Coakley have decided to show some of the films at
their house at 808 N. Union.

"They're an interesting collection of counter-hegemonic
films that tell the story of a vital
alternative movement," senior
Joe La Sac said, who regularly
goes to see the films.
"The purpose of Radical
Films is to have not only an
alternative to drinking and
wasting Friday nights, but also
a way for people to educate
themselves really easily," said
Edelbacher.
"If people are having any sort
of burnout in their life, I usually feel really energized after
SEE

FILMS

PAGE 12

By David Tveite

dtveite@ups.edu
A&E Writer
Since the appearance of
Napster in the late nineties,
the controversy surrounding
internet file-sharing has been a
ubiquitous presence in American culture. Metallica has been
at the butt end of countless
jokes for their hilariously bitter over-reaction to the peerto-peer pandemic, and these
days it is just about impossible
to go to the movies without
being subjected to a laughably
over-dramatic public service
announcement linking down-

loading movies with international terrorism, among other
things.
Since the original controversy, Napster has morphed into
a pay service and fallen out of
the spotlight, but like some
maddening mythical beast, the
file-sharing phenomenon has
sprouted several more heads
through peer-to-peer services
like Limewire and Soulseek.
As a result, the RIAA has
grown more and more desperate to control the flow of illegal
downloading, filing more than
26,000 lawsuits since 2003. In
one recent case, a Brainerd, MN
SEE
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New Seattle opera proves
beautiful but inaccessible

THE TRAIL

FILMS
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By Lestraundra Alfred
lalfred@ups.edu
A&E Assistant Editor
The Seattle Opera's most recent production, Iphigenia in
Tauris, is an operatic retelling
of a scarcely known myth which
relates the story of an eternally
cursed royal Greek family. The
show revolved around the title
character Iphigenia, a woman
who was thought to be killed
when her father used her life
as a sacrifice to the gods but in
fact survives. Her life is spared
by the goddess Diana and she
is taken to the far land of Tauris
without her family's knowing.
The "death" of Iphigenia leads
her family to avenge her by
killing each other, first with her
mother killing her father and
next with her brother Orestes
killing their mother. The main
body of the show takes place
years later, when Iphigenia is
the main priestess of the goddess Diana, and has the ironic
responsibility of killing those
who are to be sacrificed to the
gods.
The show was performed in
French with English subtitles
projecting on a large screen
overhead. Though the subtitles
are a common courtesy at the
opera, it was difficult to strike a
balance between watching what
was actually happening on stage
or staring at the screen to understand what in the world was
going on in the story. Aside
from this minor setback, the
performances given were magnificent.
In the title role of Iphigenia was Nuccia Focile, whose
breathtaking soprano voice and
notable acting abilities captivated the audience and took
them along through her character's emotional journey — even
if what she was singing for the
most part was not understood.
Playing her long lost brother

11‘

•
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"The Revolution Will Not Be Televised," about a coup in Venezueula.

watching a radical film," said

PHOTO COURTESY: ONCOURSE.IE.EDU
Ancient Greek statues depicting Artemis's Rescue of Iphigenia.

Orestes (who has been driven
mad as punishment from the
gods for killing his own mother) was baritone Brett Polegato,
who sang with as much beauty
and power as the rest of the
cast but failed to bring a special energy or spark that would
have made his character memorable for anything besides his
starring role. However, tenor
William Burden, Orestes' best
friend Pylades (who later in the
production came to perform a
more heroic role), provided a
much more captivating performance, though he was provided
with significantly less stage
time. These main characters
were offset by the presence of
Greek warriors and priestesses.
The purpose of these characters
was not always apparent during some scenes, but during the
battle in the finale these minor

players captured the stage and
made it their own. The cast
was supported by the well-conducted- Seattle S7mphony, and
struck a good ba_ance of being
incredibly present and moving
during the show without completely overpowering the singers.
Although the singing was superb, the orchestra was on point
and the Greek myth was both
fascinating and entertaining,
the show did moved slowly at
some points, and did not keep
the audience's attention the
entire time. It was definitely
apparent that opera buffs, mythology lovers, and those who
are fluent in French would by
far get the most out of seeing
Iphigenia in Tauris.
Lestraundra Alfred is a shoe-in
for the lead role in the Seattle Opera's
next production.

Coakley.
The films are also encouraging for young radicals who
feel discouraged by everything
that seems to be going wrong
in the world.
"I'm always impressed by
how much has already been
done," Coakley said.
"These films are also a great
way to familiarize college students with struggles they're
not familiar with, like labor
struggles or the Black Panthers. It's important to establish a resonance with these
struggles that people can
identify with," Edelbacher
said.

•
•

David Lev thinks that a Minotaur with a trident could totally
beat a centaur with a crossbow.

BLUE MOUSE THEATRE
2611 N. Proctor St.
Friday Nov. 2- Wednesday Nov. 7th
3:10 to Yuma
Nightly @ 7:00 pm
Saturday and Sunday Matinee @ 4:00 pm
Thursday November 8th
2007 Cans Film Festival
Super Size Me

•
•

253-752-9500 www.bluemousetheatre.com
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woman was penalized a staggering $222,000 for infringing on
copyright law through her -Kazaa account.
However, harsher penalties
have done little to stop Americans from downloading music.
Services like Limewire still enjoy massive consumer bases and
the RIAA cannot realistically
expect to bring all of the violators to court. As a result, some
major record labels are in a state
of panic.
"It's my personal belief that
Sony BMG is half the size
now as it was in 2000," Jennifer Pariser, head of litigation for
Sony BMG, said in her testimony during the Brainerd, MN
case.
The presence of "personal
belief" in this context does not
make a lot of sense, but I would
prefer not to dwell on that. Assuming Pariser's claim is true, it
does not mean the sky is falling,
as she would have you believe.
This is really only bad news for
Sony BMG and the other juggernauts of the recording industry. The sinking dominance
of major labels that has resulted
from the recording industry's
recent economic dip has kicked
the door wide open for smaller
labels such as Nonesuch and
Sub-Pop to sign more bands
and gain exposure that they
could not have dreamed of a decade ago.

But seeing the films is not
just about serious world issues. It can also be a fun time.
"It's also fun and a leisure
activity, but it's invigorating
and stimulating," said. Edell
bacher.
Viewers can also come for
the cruelty-free and delicious
snacks, or Pushkin, the adorably overweight cat. So, if you
want to do something besides
drink on your Friday nights,
come to 808 N. Union at 7:30
and prepare to have your mind
revolutionized.

CONT. FROM PAGE I I
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Today's filesharer has a wide variety of options, from dedicated networks like Limewire to vast protocols like the ubiquitous Bittorrent.

Fortunately, recording artists, who make the majority of
their money by touring, are also
not feeling the pressure in the
same way that the big labels are.
In fact, contrary to Metallica's
example, many artists are also
embracing the file-sharingphenomenon. Most recently, England's alt-rock giants Radiohead made their last album, "In
Rainbows," available exclusively
through their website, charging
"it's up to you" for the download
in an unprecedented gesture of
good will to their fans.

Although the "it's up to you"
concept was an interesting innovation on Radiohead's part,
this sort of thing is not entirely
new. This summer, Chicago
band Wilco made their album
"Sky Blue Sky" available for listening on their website prior to
its release, while San Francisco
psych-rockers Brian Jonestown
Massacre have made their entire
discography available for download from their website for no
charge.
Ultimately, despite all the
threats and guilt trips the organi-

zation has au' to peer-to-peer
users, the is approaching
the end of its rope and clearly
losing the war against internet
file-sharing, but the connection
between the fall of major record
labels and the fall of music in
general is an imaginary one, almost laughable under any substantial examination.
Though file-sharing has had
a major impact on the music
business in a very short period
of time, there's no reason to believe that it will lead to the end
of people buying music alto-

gether. The business will simply •
have to evolve to accommodate
the changing market, and at any
rate, there are still those of us
who think that an album worth
listening to is worth its price tag,
Take this for what its worth,
but of all the people I know who
downloaded In Rainbows" (big,
big number), I can count on one
hand the number who didn't at
least kick a few bucks Radiohead's way.
David Tveite is due in court
Monday morning for infringing
•
copyright laws.

•
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Every bush on campus to be
deflowered by winter break
a

By Terrence Underman

Certified Green Thumb

Burrr, do you feel that windchill, Campus? It must nearly
be winter, and you know what
that means: dead plants! That's
right, fall is in full swing and
at leaves are dying left and right.
This year global warming has
served up Tacoma a varied dish
of weather that is shifting between wet, windy storms and
cold, sunny days. With the
weather and natural environment in flux, we thought we
would have a look-see at what
the University is doing to prepare the campus for harsher
climates.
Apparently, one of the foremost concerns lies with the
flowers. While the evergreen
trees in the Arboretum can
withstand the bite of cold,
the tender flower bushes that
adorn our pathways and quads
cannot. The winds tear off the
rose petals without a second
thought, and the rains wash
them to a pulp inside the gutters. It's gruesome.
Fortunately for UPS, the Perennial Arbor and Botany Society of Tacoma (PABST') has
stepped in this year to curb the
destruction that it sees as "outright floracide."
PABST has already begun
to institute its reputed "flowerswap'' program on the grounds
of UPS. Prior to fall break
members removed any flower

that failed to meet their rigorous "Blue Ribbon Standard."
In their place PABST installed
temporary cabbage-like monstrosities capable of sustaining
the winter's blowing.
"If a bush looks too dark, we
trim it; if a stem's too flaccid,
we yank it," PABST Blue Ribbon Inspector Frank de Lis explained.
"Your everyday rose or violet
is far too delicate for Tacoma's
climate these days. The ones
we yank off are transported via
heated submarine to an incubation room down south until
spring," de Lis continued.
This year every single flower
failed to meet the Blue Ribbon Standard, which has led
to the deflowering of nearly
all bushes on campus. According to de Lis, every preexisting
flower should be gone by winter break. Sadly, many of the

reaped bushes were just introduced to campus this year, and
some students, mostly boys,
are having a hard time letting
them go.
"I love the way they smell, the
way they retain moisture after
a heavy flow [of rain]," Plower
Johnson, a freshman from Virginia and tentative Urban Floristry major cried.
"I mean, I wish PABST had
let us in on some of the action.
But no, they went ahead and
deflowered every bush without
me. I've got nothing to show
for it. I'll probably just die a
Virginia nobody."
We want to remind students
like Johnson that the flowers
are in a better place, and that
next year will bring in a brand
new crop. PABST assures us
that the flowers are being kept
warm and moist.
Terrence has sown his wild oats.

ASUPS PHOTO SERVICES/ NICK KIEST

Taking the places of more fragile flowers, these recently installed cabbage-like beasts now adorn the front entrance sign.

a UPS student deletes Facebook,
her close friends mourn loss
If

By Alex Goya

Combat Zone Eulogizer
Early one Saturday morning, a young woman was found
sobbing quietly on the library
steps.
"What's wrong?" This sympathetic CZ writer asked.
"Liz [actual name withheld],
she was just so unhappy. She
couldn't take it anymore. She
committed suicide!
"She committed suicide?" I
exclaimed, taken aback.
"On Facebook!" she said as
tears ran ever harder down her
face.
Tentatively, I asked, "She...
deleted her account?"But at this
point the girl was far too upset
to speak. There was no gust or
11IF breeze, and yet I wrapped my
coat tighter around myself.
Who was this Liz? And why
would she bring this pain upon
her friends?
Before she ceased to exist,
Liz had exactly 178 friends,
was a member of nine groups,
was tagged in 38_pictures, and
was voted "Best Dinner Companion" by her friends on the
Compare People" application.
She enjoyed a great Facebook
social life that included poking, commenting, tagging, and
taking quizzes. Most of her
Facebook friends, describe her
as very Facebook-happy and
healthy. Then for some reason,
"She just didn't seem to be

a

around much an more," was
how top-friend Tom Babransky described the few weeks
prior the incident.
"I would lick her on Superpoke and it could be days before
she dry-humped me back."
When asked about whether
he was surprised about Liz's
tragic downfall, he insisted
that he "had no idea what she
was planning. I mean she never
posted anything about it in her
news feed. I was so shocked.
She must have known that if
anything was wrong she could
have just posted a note to me
on my graffiti wall."
Even harder to bear are
ghosts that still haunt the
friends of Liz.
"Sometimes I come across an
old message or feed story from
her, and I just get sad all over
again," Babransky stated.
D esiree Steavens (the girl
found crying on the library
steps) is even more distraught.
"It s .just been so lonely without her. She used to be such an
important part of my Facebook
life; she was one of my best
friends, and now she's gone.
Sometimes I see Liz going to
class, or in the SUB, and I just
start crying because I know
that I'll never talk to her again.
People say that I need to move
on, but how? How can you just
move on after you lose someone close to you?"
Liz's Facebook-death has
sent shock waves throughout

the campus. People are lost,
confused as to why she would
do something like this. Did
her Facebook-life simply become too much to bear? Had
she suddenly snapped, or was it
an unnoticed downward spiral
ending in tragedy? There are no
answers for people like Babransky and Steavens, only a blank
spot in their top-friends box.
Alex probably loves his friends,
but its not likely...
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Leopard release ensures
rise in snob population
By Kristoff Del Greco

User Friendly Reporter
Do you feel it? No? There it
is again! That was the extraordinary and inexplicable human
perception that something big
is happening. Sometimes you
just know it in your gut, but
more likely you can tell by
your elbow suddenly becoming
itchy, your arthritis acting up,
or just having really bad gas,
whatever.
The point is that shit's going down soon. Well, if you
do feel something coming, for
once you are correct, but it's
not those space invaders you've
been wrong about for the past
dozen false-alarms. No, this is
of far greater magnitude than
the likes of which you have
ever seen before.
I admit, my crack-team of
Siberian weasels and I were
caught with our pants down by
this threat, and I would have
alerted the public sooner, but I
know it's too late. (Note to self:
Do weasels have pants to be
caught with while being down?
Investigate weasel pants as potential new fad.)
The threat I'm referring to
is Leopard, naturally. Leopard
could be described as the newest computer operating system
produced by Apple, but such
a simple description doesn't
fully glow one to grasp the importance of what this means.
Now matter how you slice it,
Leopard is a doom cake with
a savory fat-free chaos frosting. Fanatic followers are being
driven into a frenzy, taking extreme measures to satisfy their
hunger and desire for the new
OS. But this is no normal OS,
I assure you.
In ye olde days of past, before
the dotcom boom, life was different. You still had to send letters through the Postal Service
and stealing music was a bit
more difficult. And while computers were not nonexistent,
there were significantly fewer
of them than there are today. It
used to be that Macintosh fanatics would quietly and happily purchase their newest operating system and go on their
merry ways through life. But
these days, these crazy Mac users are getting out of control!

PHOTO COURTESY/APPLE.COM

This disc cages the feline software that has caused all the
buzz among Mac enthusiasts.

On Friday October 26,
Leopard was released to the
public. And then the "Mac Effect" occurred. The Mac Effect
is a term describing the seemingly illogical transformation
that takes place in regular people when they purchase Apple
products.
For some, it means merely
buying an iPod, but for many
others the effect happens once
they have upgraded. their OS
or bought a new computer
from Apple, and the results
are always the same. Once the
Mac Effect begins, nice polite
people become ranting, raving
morons that have their noses
stuck up in the air. Syrriptoms
include scoffing at 'inferior"
computers, an undeserved sense
of superiority, an inclination to
let everybody know how fantastic they are with their Macs,
and empty bank accounts
(most likely from buying one
of Apple's many fine, expensive
products).
Jess McEmopants, a UPS,
student, commented on thin,
news. "I don't see what you re:,
so upset about. Can't you just ;
accept that your OS was coicled.
by S-atan himself whilst Leop-.
ard is made out of unicorns,
magic, and the dreams of children? Leopard is so elegant
and functional. It has over
three hundred features available." When told that many
Mac users were getting "Blue
Screens of Death" (the nickname for the error screen when
an OS crashes) after installing
Leopard, McEmopants replied,
"Huh?"
-Kristoff is easily the most leopardlike of the Combat Zone staff

Disclaimer: The Combat Zone is a work of satire and does not reflect the views or opinions of The Trail, its staff or the administration. In fact, the Combat Zone doesn't really represent the opinions of anyone. Please
send conzplaints to trail@ups.edu.
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#23 Volleyball Domination Continues
still in the hunt Fourth ranked women clinch sixth
Volleyball bounces back

1111

straight NWC title and playoff berth

a tough match, as the Mis- By Zack Stoddard
sionaries swept the Loggers in
Walla Walla earlier this season. zstoddard@ups.edu
Though Whitman boasts a tal- Sports Writer
ented volleyball team, they are
The number 23 ranked hampered by inconsistency and
The UPS women's soccer
women's volleyball team is currently sit in fifth place in the team clinched their 6th straight
entering the final conference Northwest Conference, hold- Northwest Conference title
stretch needing to win their ing a record of 7-7 and 11-11 and an NCAA playoff berth on
final two games to have a shot overall.
Sunday. They remain _perfect
at the playoffs. UPS sits in secThe victory that UPS rallied (18-0-0, 14-0-0 NWC') after
ond place behind undefeated to receive kept playoff hopes winning four games in the past
Pacific Lutheran with a 10-4 alive was a fun night for fam- two weeks.
conference record and are 15-8 ily and friends of Puget Sound
Loggers 3-2 Whitworth
overall.
The Loggers passed their
players to enjoy. The women
The Loggers are coming off took a fought hard game one hardest test of the season so
a stretch of six games in which by a score of 30-27. No squad far on Saturday, beating the Pithey won four and lost two. managed to get ahead by more rates in Spokane, led by a hat
UPS beat Lewis and Clark and than three points in this game. trick from junior forward JanLinfield the weekend of the UPS then lost games two and ece Levien (Beaverton, Ore).
12th, lost to Pacific Lutheran three. In game two, the womUPS is currently ranked 4th
and Pacific the weekend of the en struggled to find any kind in the NSCAA/Adidas na17th and beat
of offensive tional rankings, while WhitWhitworth
consistency, worth (15-2-0, 12-2-0 NWC)
and Whitand lost by is 14th, and their only losses
man this past
a score of came at the hands of the LogASUPS PHOTO SERVICES/ HOLDEN SAPP
weekend.
20-30. The gers. Back on September 30th,
Junior
Fiona
Gornick
fights
for
a
possesion
that led to a victory.
They had won
points
re- the Loggers squeezed past the
six games
turned
in Pirates 1-0 at home.
Katie Wheeler (Oregon City, the ball after it was crossed in,
in a row in
game three,
Whitworth showed their Ore), but the Loggers proved and Abellandia punished the
dominating
but a resilient quality by scoring the opening too good as Levien scored in mistake with a blast from the
fashion beMissionary goal 2:35 into the game.
the 17th and 28th minutes.
penalty spot.
fore losing to
team would
Three straight goals by LeLoggers 4-0 Linfield
'Loggers 4-0 PLU
Pacific Lunot relin- vien, however, would put the
The
Loggers
scored
4
goals
The
lady Loggers schooled
theran and
quish their game out of reach. Junior in under 30 minutes to make cross-town rivals -PLU as well.
Pacific.
attack and Fiona Gornick (Portland, Ore) quick work of the Wildcats in
Levien scored the first goal,
This past
took the pro- assisted on both of the first two their final home game of the heading a cross from AbelFriday the
longed game goals, the first in the 18th min- regular season.
landia into the lower left corLoggers had
30-32 and ute and the go-ahead goal in
October 20th was Senior ner of the goal. She added a
little trouble
threatened the 32nd minute. Levien scored Day, and senior forward Katie second when she got on to the
ASUPS PHOTO SERVICES/ PAUL WICKS
with botto
end the her third goal 4 minutes into Gillette (Fairbanks, Alaska) end of a through ball from setom feeder Kris Sumida serves in the victory. match in the the second half, unassisted.
was fittingly the first to score 6 nior forward Adrienne Folsom
Whitworth,
next game.
Whitworth scored a late minutes into the game.
(Lakewood, Wash) in front of
winning three games to one. However, the UPS women had consolation goal with 8 minthe
right post and placing her
Levien,
who
assisted
on
the
The Pirates are 10-13 on the a different idea about how the utes left but were held off by
first goal, scored the second in shot into the lower left. Junior
year, and a dismal 5-9 in con- match would come to an end.
the Logger defense for the rest the 18th minute. Gornick drib- defender Nikki Graff (Corvalference.
Game four was a display of of the game.
bled into the penalty box near lis, Ore) scored her 3rd goal of
Whitworth had a balanced classic Logger volleyball. Junior
Loggers 2-1 Whitman
the goal line and made a low the season in the 40th minute
offensive and defensive attack, setter Jamee Fred (Centennial,
Levien scored 2 more goals centering pass back to Levien, by taking a touch to her left
with three players totaling dou- Col) precisely distributed the on Sunday, bringing her season
111
ble digit kills and three others ball to her front line that kept total to 21. She is now within whose one-time shot went low around a defender, then powering a left-footed shot into the
tallying 15 or more digs. UPS Whitman studs Lydia Hayes 1 goal of the UPS single season into the back of the net.
left side of the goal.
Gornick
scored
a
goal
of
her
received another monstrous yet and Brey Rosa in check. Rachel record set by Cortney Kjar 2
own
in
the
20th
minute.
She
Gornick completed the cliniroutine day of work from senior Gross refused to let the ball hit years ago, and there are 2 regumiddle Monica Groves (Keizer, the court, and eventually UPS lar season games remaining. held the ball just outside the cal defeat with a dazzling shot
Ore) and a solid performance finished a dominating perfor- Levien, a junior with sopho- 18 yard box with a Linfield de- from 25 yards out midway
fender on her, took a touch to through the second half. She
from sophomore middles Kalli mance off by a score of 30-21.
more eligibility, played defense
left Lae Lute keeper helpless ft
Kamphaus (Manson, Wash)
In the final game ofthe match, in her freshman year and sat the right to free up space, then with
a perfectly placed shot in
ripped
an
unstoppable
shot
and Emma Bryant (South St. UPS let the Missionaries know out her sophomore year due to
into the lower left hand corner the upper left corner.
Paul, Minn), who brought in that they were not going to concussions.
of the goal.
12 and kills, respectively.
lose the season series to them,
The Missionaries took a surSophomore Melissa AbellanZack Stoddard can name more
The Loggers dominated the finishing them off by a score prise lead in the 7th minute on
first two games, pulling away of 15-12. Sophomore left side a shot from 25 yards out that dia (Pukalani, Hawaii) round- Colorado Rockies than Brian Ames
and keeping steadily ahead Lindsey Denman (Kenmore, beat freshman UPS goalkeeper ed out the scoring in the 30th
and Cole Hawes combined.
minute. Linfield couldn't clear
through the course of the Wash) finished off a dominatgames. The ladies won by scores ing night with six of the team's
of 30-22 and 30-23, but slipped seven game five kills.
up after the break, losing 27-30
The Loggers best perforin the third game. Whitworth mance of the weekend came
had momentum looking to tie from Lindsey "Scorp" Denup the series, but UPS used man, who had 39 total kills for
precise passes and stifling de- the weekend: 19 against Whitfense in the fourth game to worth and 20 against Whitwrap up the match with a score man. Denman is continuing
of 30-21.
her dominating play, putting
Saturday's game against the up 15 and 21 kills in losses to
Whitman College Missionar- pacific Lutheran and Pacific
ies was a night to honor the six last week.
Logger seniors, who are wrapThe women look to end the
ping up four years of laying the season making a case for their
Logger lumber this fall. Among playoff presence. They face
the graduating class are one AU woff with the last place George
American in middle Monica Fox Bruins and Willamette
Groves, one all western re- Bearcats, both of whom were
gion libero in Rachel Gross swept by UPS last time they
(Santa Monica, Cal), and four met in Tacoma. They will face
solid contributors in defensive finish regular season play with
specialists Jessica McPhee- George -Fox in Newberg toHayes (Portland, Ore) and night and Willamette in Salem
Molly Hunsinger (Lynnwood, tomorrow night.
Wash), middle Joanna Ricken
(Spokane, Wash) and left side
Vince Ghiringhelli can do sit-ups
Brianna Van Over (Chelan,
and see definition the next day.
Wash).
ASUPS PHOTO SERVICES/ HOLDEN SAPP
•
UPS knew they were in for
Junior Fiona Gomick has been a big reason why the Loggers have had so much success this year.

By Vince Ghiringhelli
Vghiringhelli@ups.edu
Assistant Sports Editor
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Logger football runs over Pios Oct.20; 69-31
UPS running game racks up 481 yards on the ground in a
• huge win against Lewis and Clark Pioneers in Portland, Ore.
PORTLAND, Ore. - Gaining touchdowns on their first
seven possessions, the Puget
Sound Loggers ran all over
the Lewis & Clark Pioneers,
69-31, in a Northwest Confer" ence football game on Saturday
afternoon at Griswold Stadium
in Portland, Ore. The 69 points
scored by the Loggers fall just
one short of the school record,
set last season against the Pioneers.
The Loggers (4-3, 2-2
NVVC) first score camejust
2:02 into the game when Silas
Paul (Portland, Ore./Oregon)
rushed the ball 11-yards to cap
a seven-play, 39-yard drive. It
was Paul again on the next possession, this time and 18-yard
rush on the second play of a
47-yard drive that gave the
Loggers a 13-0 lead after the

PAT attempt by Mike Griffith
(Freedom, Calif./Oakley) was
blocked.
The Pioneers (0-6, 0-3
NWC) got on the scoreboard
on the next drive when Ryan
Kostecka broke free for a
32-yard touchdown run. Paul
scored his third touchdown of
the day on the ensuing drive,
running 17 yards to give the
Loggers a 20-7 lead over the
Pioneers. James Olcott (La
Center, Wash./Battle Ground)
joined in on the fun on the next
drive, only having to pound
the ball in one-yard to cap a
seven-play, 35-yard drive that
gave UPS a 27-'7 lead after one
quarter.
Early in the second quarter,
L&C's Andrew Foote kicked
a 34-yard field goal to cut
the Logger lead to 17 points,

•

ASUPS PHOTO SERVICES/ SAM ARMOCIDO

Senior Jake Parks led a staunch Logger defense past the Pios.

27-10. Not content to let that
last long, Paul scored touchdown number four with 10:50
remaining in the half and then
scored his fifth and final touchdown of the game with 8:54 remaining in the first half to give
the Loggers the 41-10 lead.
Griffith got in the end zone as
well on the next drive to give
UP the 48-17 halftime lead
following a Joevonte Mayes
28-yard touchdown run with
1:03 left in the second quarter.
In the third quarter, sophomore Morgan Anthony (Mercer Island, Wash.) broke free
for 73-yard touchdown run that
gave the Loggers a 38-point
lead over the Pioneers. The
scoring declined for much of
the quarter until so_phomore
defensive back Cory Haywood
(Auburn, Wash./Thomas Jefferson) picked off a pass and
returned the interception 80
yards for the defensive score.
The Pioneers added two
touchdowns in the fourth quarter to draw closer but a 53-yard
touchdown run by freshman
running back Casey Larson
(Coupeville, Wash.) gave the
Loggers the 69-31 victory.
As a team, the Loggers ran
the ball 46 times for 481 yards.
Sophomore quarterback Spencer Crace (Wilsonville, Ore.)
added 52 yards in the air on
eight-of-12 passing. Paul finished the game with 171 yards
on 13 carries to go with his five
scores while Anthony touched
the ball six times for 129 yards.
Defensively, AJ Middleton
(Lakewood, Wash./Clover
Park) led the balanced effort,
finishing with six tackles and
two fumble recoveries on the
day.
Lewis & Clark was led by
145 yards and two scores on
the ground from Mayes. The
Pioneers turned the ball over
three times on the day in the
loss.

The Loggers will take a welldeserved week off next Saturday before traveling down to
Atherton, Calif. and Menlo on
Nov. 3.
- UPS Sports Info

Inside the
huddle:
A football
player's
perspective
By Cole Hawes

Chawes@ups.edu
Sports Writer
In the most recent game,
which was played at Lewis and
Clark in Portland on October 20, the touchdowns came
much easier and much more
frequently. The Logger offense
scored nine total touchdowns
in the game, all on designed
running plays, and the offense
as a unit rushed 46 times for a
total of 481 on the ground. Senior running back Paul had a
field day running for the Loggers, as he scored on runs of 11,
18, 17, 4 and 59 yards for five
total touchdowns, all in the first
half. Other memorable runs
were executed by sophomore
Morgan Anthony (Mercer Island, Wash.) and freshman
back Casey Larson (Coupeville, Wash.). Anthony sprinted
away from the defense for a 73yard touchdown, and Larson
rumbled for a score of 53 yards.
The UPS defense also contributed to the scoring for the first
time this season, with corner-

back Cory Haywood (Soph.,
Auburn, Wash.) Intercepting a
pass and returning it 80 yards
for the Logger touchdown. The
game was so out of reach for
Willamette by the third quarter
that backups were put in for the
Loggers, who they played well
for the remainder of the game.
The final score of the contest in
Portland was 69-31, the Loggers easily victorious.
The Loggersjust came off a
bye week in which they were
able to rest up tired legs and get
some injured players the attention they deserve, but are now
entering a week completely
focused on preparing for the
u_pcoming game at Menlo in
California on Saturday, Nov.
3rd. They then travel back to
Tacoma for their final game of
the season against the Whitworth Pirates. This should be a
good game, as both teams are
talented football teams looking
to end the regular season with a
conference win. Saturday, Nov.
3rd is also Logger football family night, as it is the last home
game of the year.
Come out and show your
support of the Logger football
family as they end their season
against the Whitworth Pirates.
', Cole Hawes writes for the paper,
yet does not the read the paper.
LOGGER RUSHING ATTACK
TOTAL RUSHING YARDS: 481
AVERAGE YARDS PER CARRY: 10.5
TOTAL RUSHING TOUCHDOWNS:

9

SILAS PAUL

NWC

PLAYER OF THE WEEK

13 RUSHES
171 YARDS
13.2 YARDS PER CARRY

5

TOUCHDOWNS

Men's soccer defeat cross town rival; 1-0
By Liz Cederberg

Lcederberg@ups.edu
Sports Writer

Not only are they our biggest competitors and rivals, but
the PLU Lutes are also vying
for the second place spot in
the NWC standings. With
this in mind, the Men's Soccer defeat against PLU on Oct.
17th proved nothing less than
sweet.
The game was hosted by
PLU, and the cold and windy
day only added to the anticipation of the match up. Although
the UPS conference record of
7-1-1 clearly took precedent
over the Lutes 6-2-1 conference findings, this game nonetheless held muchweight.
Sophomore Daniel Lee's
(Seattle, WA) account on the
Logger's state of mind going
into the game gives an inside
view as to what the team was
ewcting in this competition.
" We weren't worried about the
game, but we knew it was going to be a competitive game"
Lee said. "PLU always gets really amped to play us so they
come _out with a lot of energy

and it's our job to match that
intensity from the get-go. They
are a fast team with some guys
uys
that can really run so we g
to be aware of that, but there
wasn't anything we hadn't seen
already."
In the first half, the Loggers once again exemplified
their shooting strength, when
they took the lead in shots
4-2. In the first three minutes,
the Lutes received the opportunity to score. The corner
kick awarded to the Lutes was
arched high to the back post,
a -PLU player Derek
MacLean (Seattle, WA) attempted to head it into the
net, but aimed too high. For
UPS, one of the most promising chances came in the first
half when senior captain Greg
Swanson (University Place,
WA) launched a fifteen-yard
shot toward an empty net but
was refused by a PLU defender
Brian Luebeck (Glendale, AZ)
who rushed in to make the diving save.
However, with six shots
combined, neither team could
finish out to put a number on
the board. Although no goals
were made, the first half re-

mained eventful while the
referees delivered three yellow
cards for the Lutes' continuous
dirty play.
To the horror of PLU, in the
52nd minute of the second half,
sophomore midfielder Derek
Woodworth (Tacoma, WA)
put in the one and only goal
of the game. Acquiring a stray
ball in the penalty area,-Woodworth fired a shot past the
Lutes' goalie, Daniel Magnum
(Bothell, WA), to make the
game-winning goal. The Lutes
struggled in the second half,
and Logger goalkeeper Pete
Van Sant (Santa Cruz, CA)
came through with yet again,
another shutout.
With both teams' eyes on
conference championship tides, this game was just another
milestone that the UPS men's
team successfully crossed to
get that much closer to their
dream. UPS head coach Reece
Olney commented on the significance of each game
"We know the importance
of each game. To us it doesn't
matter if we are playing a team
at the top of the table or a team
that is towards the bottom,
we -treat each game as an op-

portunity to get three points
and move closer to our goal of
NWC Champions and postseason play," Olney said.
Th e game on Saturday October 20, which fell over fall
break, proved to be less of a nail
biter than the PLU match up.
The men's team came out with
a clean sweep of three goals to
the Linfield Wildcats zero.
Senior forward, Mark Conrad, (Seattle, WA) had a big
game, which couldn't have
come at a more convenient
time seeing that Saturday was
the day allocated for senior
celebrations. Conrad scored
all three goals, achieving what
is commonly known as a "hat
trick."
Conrad scored the first goal
of the game within five minutes
of the kickoff, which drove past
Linfield keeper Mike Belzberg
(Medford, OR). The 25th minute brought Conrad his second
goal but not without the help
from defender, Taylor Hyde
(Sandy, UT), who crossed it
in for a header. The third and
final goal came with an assist
from goalie Van Sant who used
a free kick (from a Wildcat's
offside) to deliver the ball, once

ASUF'S FHOIU SEKVILES/ HOLDEN SAFI"

Soccer is ranked 8th nationally.

again, to Conrad. Conrad received the ball in the box, dribbled, then shot another rocket
past Belzberg. Van Sant added
another shutout to his record,
for a total of 23 in his entire
career.
The UPS men's soccer team
is blowing away competitors,
which will undoubtedly make
way for exciting playoffs. The
next game for the men's team is
away in Oregon, Nov. 2 at 2:30
p.m. against George Fox.
Liz Cederberg is by far the'only
girl on The Trail's sports staff
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Sophomore X-Country UPS Scoreboard •
runner Emily Timmer
•
rewriting UPS record book
Football Loggers over Lewis and Clark; 69 - 31
-

By Brian A. Ames

the Crusaders' first women's
As she battled the other runcross-country
championship
in
ners,
Timmer was carefully
Barnes@ups.edu
school history.
calculating her pace, keeping
Sports Writer
When her coach told her the in mind how much further she
impact of her crucial first place had to run. She kept tabs on
As she stamps her foot into points in the race, she was more her teammates' positions in the
the soggy
excited about race and established early who
ground before
the team win she needed to beat to best situevery race, a
than her indi- ate her team for the victory.
lot is going
vidual triumph.
She quickly decided that she
through her
"This means a was going to win this race, thus
ASUF'S F'HUIU SLKVILLS/ SAM AKMULIIJU
head. She
lot more than doing everything in her power
thinks about
the individual to give her team the best chance
Women's Soccer Loggers over Linfield: 4-0
her race stratone, because at first place, and it worked.
egy and the
this was every- Timmer finished first, as did Loggers over Pacific Lutheran: 4-0
pace she will
one that con- the team. When she crossed Loggers over Whitworth: 3-2
attempt to
tributed. We the finish line ahead of the oth- Loggers over Whitman: 2-1
maintain
all worked real- er 75 runners, Timmer saw five
throughout.
ly hard for this. of her teammates finish in the
But most of
This is special." top-20. She then became aware
all, she is just
This truly ex- of her team's success. However,
happy to be
emplifies Tim- she would find out later the sigout running
mer's attitude nificance of this race on an inin the woods
ASUPS PHOTO SERVICES/ WILSON BAILEY as she enters
dividual level.
for fun."
every race.
She knew it had been a fast
Sophomore Emily Timmer
Luckily for the Loggers,Tim- race as she pulled ahead and
(Tacoma, WA) does not have mer's ability to lead her team to finished 18 seconds in front of
a specific ritual before every victory did not end at Tacoma the second place Lewis & Clark
race. She simply focuses
runner. It wasn't until a
on relaxing and prepares
teammate's mother inAs she ate her pre-race meal of oat- formed Timmer of her
her mind and body to
enjoy the sport to which meal and an apple, Timmer was not fo- record-breaking race that
she has devoted so much cusing on how she would do personally, she realized how fast the
time. Given her recent but rather what she could do to lead her race really was.
ASUPS PHOTO SERVICES/ HOLDEN SAPP
success, one would infer team to victory at the Lewis & Clark InTimmer broke the
that she has been running vitational.
course record in a time of
Men's Soccer Loggers over Linfield : 3-0
competitively her whole
21:24. She was elated at
life. However, this is not
this, yet there was more Loggers over Pacific Lutheran: 1-0
the case. Timmer started
Baptist. As she ate her pre-race news in store for this Logger. Loggers lose to Whitworth: 2-1 20T
her athletic career as a soccer meal of oatmeal and an apple, Timmer would find out later
player before trying her hand Timmer was not focusing on on the UPS Athletic Website
at cross-country in the seventh how she would do personally, that she also broke the 6Kgrade. Her interest was sparked but rather what she could do to school record. The school rebecause of her ability to beat all lead her team
cord that she
of the boys in the one-mile run to victory at
had set herself
in her 6th grade P.E. class. Tim- the Lewis &
just last year at
mer said, 'running felt good to Clark Invitathe Northwest
me."
Conference
tional.
However this infatuation with
Championship
It was a Satrunning was still unrealized and urday morning
meet.
she decided to focus her efforts race at McIver
Timon soccer once more. Alas, this Park in Portmer's sophotalented runner could not stay land,
more __season
Ore.
away long. Her passion was The
has been one
course
reignited her senior year when was beautifor the record
she joined the cross-coun
books, however
FOUra
MULUCII Jiver
ful and suited
team at Tacoma Baptist Hig
she still yearns
to Timmer's
School. She also excelled in the strengths. The
for the team ti- Loggers lose to Whitman: 1-0
spring as a track athlete for the weather was
tle. Willamette
Volleyball Loggers over Whitworth: 3-1
Crusaders. In an article_posted perfect and
University has Loggers over Whitman: 3-2
in June, 2005 in the Tacoma it was one of
ASUPS PHOTO SERVICES/ WILSON BAILEY been conferNews Tribune, Timmer was those races when
ence champiinterviewed after she finished "everything clicks." She felt ons for the past five years. Timfirst in the state meet in the full of energy and would easily mer wishes to capture this title
3,200-meter run. With this in- find her groove throughout the and maybe bring home an indidividual title, her team clinched 6,000-meter course.
vidual championship for herself.
She is thankful to be running injury-free this late
in the season and plans to
run the race for the joy of
it. Timmer hopes to continue her joy for running
after college and plans to
switch to marathons upon
graduation. Hergoal is to
run in the U.S. Olympic
Trials for the marathon. If
this does not work out, she
wants to share her passion
ASUPS PHOTO SERVICES/ PAUL WICKS
and perhaps coach her favorite sport some day.
Swimming Northwest Conference Spring Pentathalon
For now, this 2006 Academic All-American will Men's - Garrett Shields - 10th
focus on her running, but Women's - Amy Polanski - 3rd
most importantly, her
Leesa Cotton 9th
team.
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•Brian Ames is number nine
on the field but not quite number one in Whitworth's hearts.
Awn rriviu DCMVIL.0 / WILSON MILEY
ASUPS

Timmer broke her own school record in the 6000 M on October 13th

Cross Country Northwest Conference Championships
Men's - Fourth
Women's - Second
-

-www.ups.edu/athletics •

